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Candy simply-Fi (Android)
Simply-Fi app allows to monitor while indoor or outdoor a set of Candy smart appliance (washing 
machine, dishwasher, fridge, oven, hood, hob) with smartphone and tablet.

User can have a continuous update on the appliances status thanks to notification (when black out 
occurs or easy maintenance hints) and UI showing appliance actual status (washing, cooking, etc).

The same app allows also the interaction with cheaper appliance thanks duplex communication via 
NFC tag.

The app is also localised in 18 languages.

See project

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.candy.simplyfi&hl=en


Hoover Wizard (Android)

Hoover Wizard app allows to monitor while indoor or outdoor a set of Hoover smart appliance 
(washing machine, dishwasher, fridge, oven, hood, hob) with smartphone and tablet.

User can have a continuous update on the appliances status thanks to notification (when black out 
occurs or easy maintenance hints) and UI showing appliance actual status (washing, cooking, etc).

The same app allows also the interaction with cheaper appliance thanks duplex communication via 
NFC tag.

The app is also localised in 18 languages.

See project

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.hoover.wizard&hl=en


Malpaga Castle Experience (Android)
The app allows the user to have a portable audio guide during the castle visiting that provide the 
user itself information about every room of the castle.

See project 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.ntnext.malpaga&hl=it


Hoover Robo.com3 (Android)

Hoover Robo.com3 app allows the user to interact with Hoover smart vacuum cleaner.

With custom UI, while in continuous communication with robot to monitor the status and the 
presence of errors, the app allows to easily set schedule for periodic house cleaning.

See project
 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=it.hoover.robo.com


TooMine (Android)
TooMINE is the app that allows the user to follow, buy and share various clothing
 items, choosing from a long list of online shops. It allows the user to be connected with friends and 
share with them selected clothes. It’s also possible to create custom collections of item.



ETF Rating (iOS)
ETF Rating app allows the user to monitor ETF, ETC ed ETN ratings, their daily variations.

The app allows to create and analyze, for free, custom collections with handpicked titles; with in-
app purchase it’s possibile to access to suggested collections of titles. 



MAAP (iOS)
Mapps is the official application of Mercato AgroAlimentare Padova and allows the user to search 
for the sellers and look at their details (stand location, phone number, mail, website) and to contact 
them.

It’s also possible to create custom bookmarks.



Habilita (iOS e Android)
Habilita app allows the user to book for medical examination, being updated about the offered 
services and to contact the hospitals with phone or mail.

The app allows user to check for waiting times, see buildings location and have useful phone 
numbers.

See project

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/habilita/id582996051?mt=8


Eventi a Verona (iOS)
Eventi a Verona app allows the user to discover events that take place in Verona, browsing the 
calendar. It’s also possible to che see their location on the map, possibly focusing on nearby 
locations.

The app allows also to save the most interesting ones into user calendar and set alarms to not 
miss the event.

See project

https://itunes.apple.com/it/app/id636421684?mt=8


CITCO (iOS)
The app, developer for iPad, allowed the user to enter Citco’s world, browse its collection lists, 
read the reputation of the brand on international papers and take a look at its collaboration with 
popular architect Zaha Hadid.



iPolin (iOS)
iPolin application allows sales agent to browse the various products to sell, also with no internet 
connectivity.


